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Year 7



Mathew Harmer – Project Time



Isla Robson - Maths



Rebecca Smith - Geography
• For consistently completing work to a very high standard



Rebecca Smith - History



Laura Ridley - Technology



Year 8



Grace Kelly - Maths



Mate Kozak - Computing



Year 9



Navjot Kaur - Science

• 97%+ in all Seneca quizzes!



Year 10 



Erin Gott Y10 
Child Development



Sophie Wardle Y10 
History



Jessica Pringle Y10 
Information Technology



Jessica Cook Y10 
English



Year 11



Luke Mallon Y11
Music



Niamh Maddern Y11
Dance



Beth Gardiner Y11 
Maths



Lily Adamson Y11 
English 

How does Dickens portray Scrooge and Fred's relationship?

In the extract, Dickens portrays Scrooge and Fred's relationship as complicated by emphasising the animosity between them. "Uncle" "Nephew". Dickens purposely uses this formal language 

between Scrooge and Fred to convey they are more like acquaintances than relatives. Dickens could be highlighting that they act like acquaintances to remind us that Scrooge's beloved sister Fan 

died during childbirth and perhaps that Scrooge feels resentment towards Fred for taking his only loving relative away.

Dickens may also be proving to the reader once again that Scrooge is the worst a man can be and truly alone. He intentionally pushes away his own remaining family despite Fred's best efforts to 

engage him; it further highlights how opposite they are in character. This is particularly clear in the end of the extract when Fred specifically highlights his uncaring nature towards monetary values 

Fred insists that Christmas is good for humanity and for himself despite him having, 'never profited from it' and it never putting a 'scrap of gold or silver in his pocket' This is a direct comparison in 

opinions and could not be further from Scrooge's earlier speech about how Christmas is a time for having little money and still bills to pay.

Furthermore, Fred continues to force a relationship with his uncle despite receiving anything in return. This again highlights a stark contrast in the characters as we know Scrooge would never do 

anything that he did not see a return from - mostly a financial gain. Fred still does not give up, even when Scrooge is completely cruel claiming that people who simply enjoy Christmas are 'idiots' 

that should be 'boiled', 'burned' or 'buried'. This alliteration helps to convey the venomous nature of Scrooge as he spits these insults at a cheery Fred who instead of rising to it simply forgives his 

uncle and offers his own opinion in retort. This not only shows us the difference between them but helps us, once again, to see how awful and close-minded Scrooge is to everyone else whereas 

Fred is happy to accept even the awful opinions of his own Uncle.

In Stave Three the Ghost of Christmas Present takes Scrooge to see Fred’s Christmas party - the one which Scrooge had declined the invitation for earlier. While there, Scrooge observes the party 

mocking him and watches his nephew Fred defend his character and claims that”I couldn’t be angry with him if I tried” and “I’m sorry for him” which reinforces the open-mindedness of Fred and 

the close-minded Scrooge. Fred is willing to accept the most hideous of character flaws in his own uncle who would wish the poor dead just to 'decrease the surplus population' where Scrooge will 

not even begin to tolerate another human for wishing another a Merry Christmas.This is further supported in the extract as Fred says, ' to think of people below them as if they really were fellow 

passengers to the grave'. Fred believe that everyone is brought together at Christmas because of the opening of the 'shut-up hearts' between the social classes and that they can all think 

themselves as equal humans travelling along life together Scrooge however is quoted expressing the exact opposite earlier on when he questions,'are there no poor houses, are there no prisons?' 

claiming we should allow the poor to die because they are a burden on society and treating them as surplus numbers rather than actual humans.

We see Dickens using Fred as a character foil for Scrooge. To highlight and exemplify every flaw and opinion and to emphasise to the reader how truly awful Scrooge is. This is key as we need to 

see his pivotal character change in stage five as huge and dramatic. Dickens' hope was that he could change the mind of the people in the upper social classes around him and if someone is truly 

awful as 'scrooge could change then so could they. They could all become like Fred. In the final stave Scrooge decides to spend Christmas with Fred and his wife and we see him redeemed as a 

character, deliberately using Fred's first name instead of 'Nephew' and the relationship repaired.



Year 12



Kelsey Gribbin – Health & Social

Excellent piece of work on the development of 
a baby during its first year.



Holly Laing - English

Outstanding essay on enduring love in The 
Great Gatsby and pre-1900 poetry.



Year 13



Oryssa Sahota - Biology

Amazing piece of detailed work explaining the process within the gut


